


 Braided

The last of February washes away

in a light rain, a thunderstorm gray

mixed with winter dust. It fl ows fast 

towards the softly rounded corner of street, 

its dark mouth covered by a lip of curb.

Sly open slit, dropping to a darkness 

that churns the city’s dung into long wet ropes 

fraying into Bay waters.
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 Faithful

I asked the cute barista

if he left his heart print

on every cappuccino

or only mine.

He just laughed.
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 Jazz Forestry

Fire’s bite on shrub and scrub near a prairie path

does less to consume so much as manufacture      

heat waves and crackling grass; redolent smoke.

  

It wilts and wizens but wisely, rarely, diminishes

the briery for long nor reduces weeds to anything                  

resembling charred nothingness, ash or coke.      
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But let it sniff out a path into a softwood stand.   

It will alight alpine needles that force-feed                 

 lame into the enrapturing timber patiently.          

Drying woodland welcomes  ire’s  ingers into 

the smoking pulpit irrupting there to enrich 

the stunning sere of the jazz blue forestry.    
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 The Olde Floor Lamp

once stood straight, with 

polished brass, and proud.

Its jointed neck swiveled

easy like a hawk’s head

beaming light rays from 

its pair of beetled eyes. 

Its hood, its cape, over-

shadowed an upright and                    

stolid perch. Serving                            

decades by my side,                            

blinded to my world, 

hooded, gripped as on            
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a leather gauntled fi st.

Together we devoured

volumes of parchment 

and Chinese paper, tore 

into Western ideas and 

not a little nonsense.

Now its joints have worn

and barely support the

weight of a once proud

and vigilant skull. One

eye is missing, the other
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dimmer than I remember.                                                       

Its once fl owing hood                                                                

palsies at any passing

zepher or bump from me.

We don’t, either one of us,

devour the written word

like once we did and fi nd

much less to nourish us. 

But we soldier on as if we

still had jobs to do; dimmer,

but no less enlightened. 
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 Ghoulish Saturday Afternoon

I sit on the bank,

maybe a hundred yards or so

beyond where they’re dragging the river,

but the lapping of the water

makes its point even here.

No longer just the

strip of decaying silver

that the factories feed into

but the villain in a news story,

the old man’s basement littered

with fresh graves,

the cave off the main trail
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where some local mis  t

slaughters the hikers.

There’s a crowd on a hill

and another on the opposite side

and a mother off by herself,

head bowed.

So I don’t know the guy they’re searching for

but the wind off the current whispers

“someday you will.”

They’ll keep dragging this river

until people I know die,

and in places like this,
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their corpses more vivid

than their memories. 

I sit on the bank, at a safe distance

from the metal in the mud,

the cussing of divers,

but still I’m in on the story.

They’re dragging rivers,

hauling bodies out of there

again and again and again.

For all I’ve imagined here,

they may as well be dragging me.
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 Terrestrial Illumination #433

Remembering is always an original construction based on suppositions

Of past occasions, now scraps in oscillations, formatted by an inward ground

In our corporeality that is concealed from us but is emanated in partial unconcealments,

And this inward groundness is different in each individual.   Our Indo-

European language structure and its Americanized vocabulary distorts

Our unique inward ground, and our widely believed conceptions,

Hides our personal inward ground from us.  Standard and prevalent

Learning is an erasure of reality.  Our education has equipped us with

A knowledge that is blurs, smears on black boards after the erasure made of

Of reason, logic, and rationality moves across an existent reality.

 

What is real has no vocabulary in our current language to express

Its multidimensional and contradictory content.  We need neologisms.

We need a new thought, a new learning, a new people, if the truth

Is even to have even an approximation, a partial unconcealment.
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 The Wizard of Ozymandias

Because today I feel

good about myself

I believe my words

are smelted hot. I 

put together a collection

of them like piecing

together a skeleton

from raw bones. I am

like God now. I am the

last motherfucking smithy.
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 Ars Gratia Artis

I watched the blind painter

climb his stairs. Canvas

bouncing on risers unholy

noise. The shape shifted

from rectangle to rhomboid.

His left hand knew

where the knob lived. Brushes

seemed poised but stayed still

as he emerged on the roof

under a bluing sky,
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I don’t know how he  ixed

that misshapen frame

on his easel, but he did.

He squeezed his colors like music

Onto his cracked palette.

Watching him work from

below, I wished I smoked so

my hands would be as busy

as his. I saw that blind painter.

He didn’t see me. 
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 An Invitation

You would like this coffee shop and I wish you were sitting across 

from me as I work...hands casually touching between bursts of typing 

or sips of coffee (tea for me). The setting sun streams through the 

window; its heat balances the chill of the A/C. Sunlight is 

ref ected from my eyelashes as I glance up. I can’t help but smile, 

knowing my happiness is ref ected in my eyes. The lift bridge 

raises and I watch a boat pass on the canal. Jazz plays softly over 

the murmur of conversations. I can see us working here often, 

reading, writing, searching for words and discussing ideas. After 

dark we trade our mugs for wine glasses and move from the table to a 

comfy loveseat to talk. I curl up, leaning against you, into you, as 

you inhale the scent of my hair. The red wine is bold on our tongues 

and we sweeten it with dessert. Our conversation wanders from topic 

to topic, as it always has. We plan and dream, practical to 

outrageous and back again. The only certainty is that we laugh.
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Lamplight glows as the moonlight dances at the edges of our 

awareness. Entranced by each other, the place  ills and empties 

again without a pause from us. As the heat of the day dissipates 

we move to a bench outside. Boats pass silently as we dream aloud.  

Again. Flowers perfume the air and a breeze stirs in the trees. I 

take your arm as we wander along the water. Suddenly we’re 

dancing to someone’s radio and you kiss me. The moon hangs huge on 

the horizon, silent and still as she watches over us.

 

Yes, you would like this coffee shop I think. Free wireless and an 

empty chair across from me. Join me someday?
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 Mobile Homeless

A January cold front out of the Gulf of Alaska brought damp frosty air 
and intermittent snow  lurries into the city and our neighborhood. I 
wondered whether the rust bucket on wheels, aka the Volkswagen van, 
parked in front of my house for the last several days, might be 
harboring someone who was in danger of freezing. Indeed the van had 
become a talking point on our block, where neighbors, although friendly, 
otherwise keep to themselves.  
     “Do you have a child home from school?” Agnes, a widow and retired 
teacher from across the street, wanted to know. 
     “No, I don’t,” I replied. I didn’t need to ask why she wanted to 
know. 
     “Well, it’s that that thing parked in front of your house. To whom 
do you suppose it belongs?”    
     “Not a clue,” I answered. “But I’ll look into it,” I promised. 
      It’s usually quiet on Fairview Lane and the lawns are garnished in 
season with borders of  lowers, tastefully arranged. The hedges of red-
tip photinia, laurel and boxwood are neatly trimmed and never encroach 
over daily swept sidewalks. The houses on our street are not elegant, 
but they are painted and roofed before there is evidence of need. Some 
houses even boast solar panels on roof tops, despite our usually gray 
and overcast Seattle skies. The sixties era van had four bald tires and 
a treadless spare mounted on its front. Stickers with slogans protesting 
various shortcomings of society or the malfeasance of various municipal, 
state and federal governments conveniently masked the van’s rusting  
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metal. The out of state license plates were current. Curtains covered 
most of the windows, obscuring whatever life might reside within.
     On our street we aren’t used to irregularities. Neighbors know and 
greet each other as they walk to the nearby bus stop or climb into their 
hybrid cars on their way to work. A few hardy souls don bicycle helmets 
and roll up cuffs as they pedal into the morning traf ic. So when 
neighbor Agnes expressed her concern about the VW I was “hosting”, it 
fell to me to take action before other neighbors checked in. Besides, 
I was concerned about leaving my house for a planned trip to the sun of 
Hawaii while an uninvited guest posed a potential problem in front of 
it.    
     As I planned my course of action from my living room, the van’s 
age drew me back to an experience I had in my own youth. In college, 
my  irst love was a bright young woman from a well-to-do family. We had 
made plans and swore undying love between exams and term papers. Before 
a particularly dif icult chemistry  inal, (we were both in pre-med) she 
decided to answer the lure of long distance and left me and college to 
follow the open-ended promise of the road “before she got bogged down in 
the life that was planned for her.” She was ‘California Dreamin’, as she 
put it and  threw a backpack into an earlier version of this same VW van 
and climbed in next to a man I didn’t know, who wore a beard I couldn’t 
have grown, with a tie-dyed shirt, love beads and sandals I would never 
have worn. She drove out of my life, and never looked back.  
 Nostalgia or not, I had promised Agnes to look into the van. I 
called around on both sides of the block. How embarrassing, I thought, 
to have a neighbor’s friend’s car towed? No college-aged kids or friends 
laid claim to the vehicle. Indeed, no one had seen a VW of that 
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vintage since they were in college themselves. Some of my neighbors even 
speculated humorously that I was trying to relive my own youth.  
     When my daily paper went missing from the porch, the level of 
seriousness became heightened. I printed out a sign and placed it on the 
van’s windshield. “Is this an abandoned vehicle?” the sign asked, 
without greeting or signature. What was I expecting, I wondered, a 
polite, hand-written note to the effect that, “No, I certainly wouldn’t 
abandon my only means of transportation and shelter in the coldest part 
of the year. I’m living here now. Drop by for tea sometime.”  
    After several calls to city departments, I learned there is no 
law against sleeping in a car in the city of Seattle up to seventy two 
hours. And further, that it would take at least fourteen days for a 
traf ic of icial to determine whether the van was in fact abandoned.  
Those are ‘working days’, no weekends, holidays, and not counting 
furlough days for city employees in the current economic recession.  
There would be another seventy-two hours before a warning was posted on 
the vehicle and a tow truck was called. And  inally, the tow company had 
fourteen days in which to remove the interloper from the street.
 Even though there was no quick  ix here, I decided to take the next 
step, even if it required my version of street theater to mobilize the 
creaky mechanisms of government. With the  irst call to the city I 
identi ied myself and provided my address. With the subsequent calls, I 
disguised my voice, alternating a high-pitched voice with a deep basso.  
With each call I emphasized my fear of potential crime activity. I 
enjoy movies whose characters have accents. And I particularly like the 
Slavic accents. They seem to drop the articles and invert the word 
order: “Is van park-ed in street too long time,” 
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I say in my best imitation of the Ukrainian who painted my house last 
year. Then I attempted the accents of the Mexicans, or were they 
Nicaraguans, who roofed my house several years ago.    
     “There ees a folks wag`on in frente of thee house. Ju want thee 
number of thee car and thee house?”  
     Clearly, these calls were not working to move the wheels of 
bureaucracy any faster than the old VW’s ascent up a steep Seattle hill. 
     The  irst time I saw a light inside the van, I was emboldened to 
attempt the direct approach. No threats, just an offer of gas money to 
move on; park in some other neighborhood. At least he’d know he wasn’t 
anonymous; that people were aware and watching.  
     “Is there somebody home in there?” I asked  inally, one overcast, 
rainy morning, as I tapped on the driver’s side window with my class 
ring, the only ring I had left on any  inger since my divorce some years 
ago. The accent was mine: Northwest US, where we say “warsh” for wash or 
‘Warshington’. After my third knock on the window, a hand appeared 
tentatively to move an improvised curtain, followed by a head, wearing a 
wool Andean-style cap with ear  laps, over a clean-shaven, rather 
intelligent-looking face of a forty-ish man. Through the dirty windows I 
made out cords and wires and parts of computers. He was not the 
picture of down and out I had imagined, which came with a beard, long 
hair, dirty, and possibly smelly clothes. This was not a typical street 
bum with a vehicle, or like my father used to call them, a “knight of 
the open road.”
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     The local and national media carried on non-stop about the plight 
of the unemployed and homeless in America.  I always assumed 
addiction and mental health problems were the cause. There was TV 
coverage of the tent cities like the Hoovervilles during the Great 
Depression. But this was my  irst sighting of a homeless man living in 
his vehicle, in my neighborhood, right in front of my house. 
     “Are you alright in there,” I asked, at  irst feigning concern. 
     “Uh, yes, “he said. “Thanks for asking. Thanks for your concern.”
     “Do you need anything?” I asked, more worried that he would pee on 
my prize rose beds. Or worse. I recalled hearing on a news segment that 
any one of us could be in similar straits after missing a few months’ 
paychecks. You can only live on credit cards so long. The utilities get 
turned off; the rent payments pile up as do the eviction notices. Not to 
mention the mortgage foreclosures. But what concerned me and my 
neighbors was that desperate people in those circumstances might resort 
to illegal activities. Certainly, ‘not in our back yard’. We all do pay 
our taxes. After all, property values are at risk.
     Isn’t there some agency that provides for these people? Where do 
they go to carry on their business, their human necessities; dump their 
trash, I wondered to myself.  
     “No. No thank you,” the man in the window replied politely in a 
soft voice. “I’m sorry for the inconvenience. Things have gotten 
dif icult. I lost my job. My wife... she moved in with her parents, took 
the kids...”
    He was embarrassed. Or at least, I thought he should be. I would be. 
But I’m not in his situation; and after my plans to offer him money for 
gas and maybe expenses to move on stuck in my throat, I didn’t know what 
to do. “I’m sorry,” I said, “Times are hard.”          
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      I retreated to my porch. From there I could see my neighbor, 
Agnes, watching the goings-on across the street. We both observed him 
through our curtained windows, our eyes meeting brie ly, as he pushed 
his own wrinkled and dirty curtain back across the window, and opened 
the van’s door. He climbed out, closed the door, locked it and walked 
hurriedly across the street and down the block without looking back. And 
that was the last I saw of him.
     Some days later, I saw the notice on his windshield announcing 
the impound date for the vehicle’s removal. There would, of course, 
be towing charges, as well as daily storage fees until the vehicle was 
claimed. At last, I thought, I could almost hear the corroded gears of 
our municipal bureaucracy engaging and starting to move. I got out of 
bed earlier than usual on the 18th of February, the day before the 
impound, and drew aside the curtains. The van was gone. I rushed out to 
the sidewalk to con irm that the old clunker hadn’t been moved farther 
down the block. Seeing nothing, I celebrated my righteous victory of 
order over chaos with a  ist pump.  
     But like a sneaker wave at the ocean, an unfamiliar emotion caught 
me off guard. What would the guy do now? I asked myself. Was this 
remorse I felt? Regret? Or was it, so help me, payback on my part for my 
own personal loss of a girlfriend to a similar vehicle so many decades 
ago? But the man in front of my house had nothing really to do with my 
love lost to a vagabond in another VW van so long ago. I shrugged away 
those bygone images and the pain they had caused, as I dismissed any 
thoughts about the owner of the current van and his loss of safe place 
to park. I walked back onto my porch, retrieved my morning paper, and 
moved toward the warmth of my orderly kitchen and the smell of freshly 
brewed coffee. 
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 Towels

 My girlfriend Maura badgered me about my towels, though I don’t 
remember her using them. Their presence in my life and my presence in 
hers were enough to offend her. “They are old and frayed and stained,” 
she said. “They are threadbare,” she said.  
 I think my grandmother used the expression threadbare. I 
associate it with darning socks, a skill my grandmother had, but my 
girlfriend didn’t. Maura had no business using such a hard-earned term.  
Still, I didn’t want to  ight, so I didn’t mention sock darning. Instead 
I agreed with her assessment of my towel situation the second week into 
the complaints.
 The two towels I owned were originally brown, Army issue. Years of 
loving use had left them a sort of blaze orange color, same as my 
t-shirts that I wore on Sundays when I was alone. The elastic in my Army 
underwear had given up long before they too turned orange. I still had 
them somewhere, but I had stopped wearing them when tugging them up over 
and over again gave me a rash.  
 I left the Army eight years ago. I was always satis ied with the 
comfort and practicality of my issued gear. I met my girlfriend one year 
ago. I am generally satisfiied with the comfort and practicality of her 
as well. I don’t think she would say the same about me, though, and that 
makes me sad.
 To satisfy her, I hid my old towels and I bought four new towels,    
f uffy and white, on sale at Target. Now I had twice as many towels, all 
all much thicker than my old ones. I  igured Maura would like me twice 
as much, maybe even in a thicker way.
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 The towels smelled nice like a store. When I hung them in the 
bathroom from the little gold hooks on the wall, I thought I might enjoy 
their company, that maybe Maura was right. The  irst time I toweled off 
with one of them, I was quite delighted by its absorbency. I pictured 
myself laying in a wild lower meadow being dried by bunnies in the sun.  
Really. I thought about telling her that.
 Maybe I had been in a rut. I was content to eat  ish sandwiches 
every day, watch the same re-run at 7:00 every day, and use the same old 
towels every day. Perhaps my girlfriend was opening me up to new life 
pleasures. I had given in to her as a means of appeasing what I had 
thought was unjusti ied nagging, but I should have thanked her 
immediately for her kind and caring advice. I had gotten her all wrong. 
She didn’t want my life to turn blaze orange or loose- itting; she 
didn’t want my life to give me a rash.   
 She visited shortly after I had left the shower, and, upon seeing 
me, she immediately began looking sideways at my face. Then, without 
asking or explaining, she shot her thumb and index  inger at my face—in 
full pinching posture. I  linched. I completely lost my meadow feeling 
and forgot to tell her about the towels. She  igured it out anyway. 
 “Hold it a second, you’ve got some  luffy stuck to your face.” She 
removed the offending bunny  luff and continued inspecting and removing 
more of its towel cousins. I felt like I was getting groomed by a monkey 
scientist.    
 “I like the new towels,” I remembered to say, as she pulled 
something from under my ear lobe that appeared to be a mouse.
 “Didn’t you wash them  irst?”
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 I hadn’t. Apparently, she wasn’t satis ied by my buying new towels; 
there was a procedure to follow as well. “Of course I did.” I no longer 
felt a strong need to thank her for her kindness.
 “Wash them again.”
 “I’m kind of washing them when I dry myself,” I said, quite 
logically. “That should do it, don’t you think?”
 She didn’t.
 I washed the towels three times over the next four days, but the
f uff kept sticking to me. I only noticed it on my face, but god knows 
where else it stuck. It drove Maura crazy. “You look like a dust mop,” 
she said.
 I started to like it. I thought it made me look distinguished. I 
wished I had never washed any of the  luff from the towels. I wanted a 
full-towel beard in the morning. After some experimentation, I 
discovered that if I shaved at night and showered in the morning, more 
towel would stick to my face because of my naturally adhesive scruff. I 
guess it should have been common sense.  
 Maura was not delighted by my love off  luff. She accused me of 
sticking it on my face on purpose—which I denied. She accused me of 
doing it as revenge for her making me get rid of my Army towels—which I 
denied. Denial is the same as af irmation to some people. Saying you’re 
not addicted to alcohol means you are, and so on. Maura was one of those 
people.
 She may have had a point, though. I was in the habit of lying to 
make her happy.  
 The last day I saw her I had an impressive white beard. A small 
naked patch under my nose was the only  law in my look. I was proud--
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too proud to conceal my enthusiasm. “Look at this,” I said. “I’ve had it 
for two hours.”
 Though I explained that it was her idea to get the towels, and I was 
really just trying to make her happy, and that I was thankful she made 
me do it, she didn’t get teary eyed and loving.  
 Instead her eyes got all shark-like. My honesty seemed to have the 
same effect as blood in the water.  
 “I can’t even pick it off anymore.” She said it like she was 
saying “I can’t hold back this water anymore” and she was that kid with 
a  inger in the dike. “I’d need a vacuum to get all of that off.” In 
that sentence, “vacuum” sounded like “several dump trucks full of 
granite” and “get all of that off” would be “save the city from  lood.”  
She growled something animal at me which needed no translation and then 
ran for higher ground.  
 I had a vacuum, a point which I tried to make clear to her as she 
was running away, but she didn’t seem to care.  
 Why it hadn’t occurred to her to leave the  luff alone and accept my 
new beard, I’ll never know. So soft. So distinguished. I love the beard.  
She’ll come around.
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